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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether differences
exist a mong four dlfferent language sa mpling procedures as to measures of
communicative competence. Specifically , three questions were posed:
1 . Do statistically significant differences exist a mong obtained
LC! scores for the following procedures for evoking child
language samples : (1) Toys , (2) Verbal Directives , (3) Child
generated Pictures , and (4) Radio Telemetry.
2.

If differences exist , are they manifested in: ( 1 ) Noun Phrase One,
(2) Verb Phra se One, (3) Noun Phra se Two.

3. What is the frequency of occurrence of the obtained gra mmatical
structures for the sampling procE;?dure yielding the highest LC!
scores ?

PROCEDU RE

Four language sa mples were elicited from each of ten

five-year-old children using the sa mpling procedures listed above. The
verbal directives consisted of 1 5 questions to the child about himself and his
environ ment . For the procedure utilizing toys , each child was asked to tell
the exa miner about nine different toys . For the child-generated pictures , each
subject was trained by the exa miner to use a ca mera , and was allowed to
take a ca mera home and take pictures of anything he wished . A language sample
was then elicited using the child's developed prints as stimuli . Utilizing
a radio telemetry device required that each child wear a ham es s and a du mmy
microphone for two days for familiarization while at school , and then wear
the actual microphone the third day. A 30 minute language sample was recorded
from each child while he was on the school playground with his peers. The
exa miner elicited , transcribed , and scored qll language sa mples . The LC! wa s
the measure used for linguistic analysis .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Mean LCI score s , sta ndard deviatio n, a nd
measures of skewness a nd kurtosis were computed for each sampling procedure . To
assess the significance of the differences in group mean s , a one-way a nalysis of
variance and then six!. tests compairing all possible pairs were computed .
Verbal directives were found to yield mean LCI scores which were s ignificantly
higher tha n those of toys and radio telemetry, and statistically equivalent to those
from child-generated pictures . The values for verbal directives also demonstrated
the least amount of response variability, and also a closer approximation to the
normal curve than the other three procedure s . Six t tests were also employed to
determine whether differences among sampling procedures were ma nifested i n
a ny of the subtest i ndices. Mean index scores from verbal directives were
found to be either significantly higher than or statistically e quivalent to those for
a ny of the other three methods . The frequency of occurrence of subtest structures
was charted for verbal directives from the Miner study (19 70) , a nd the frequency
of occurrence for subtest structures from child-generated pictures from the present
study was charted for comparison.
CONCLUSIONS :
1 . The stimulus method does differentially effect verbal output , and,
hence , judgments of communicative competence .
2 . For the children utilized i n this investigation, verbal directives were
the highest and most stable indicator of commu nicative compete nce .
3 . The similarity in structures generated in response to verbal directives
a nd those generated in response to child-generated pictures indicates
that these are probably those structures which the five-year-old
should be generating appropriately to be considered o n a comparable
level of language development with his peers .
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Chapter I
Statement of the Problem
The increasing concern of the speech pathologist with the child
labeled "language-delayed" has brought to light many new theories
and many new unsolved problems .

In

an effort to resolve some of these

problems , the competence-performance dichotomy has recently been
.

introduced and refined by Chomsky and others .

In

attempting to

define what it is that a man must know in order to speak a language ,
Chomsky states :
a person with command of a language has in a way
internalized the system of rules that deter�ine both
the phonetic shape of the sentence and its intrinsic
semantic content - he has developed what we will
refer to as a specific linguistic competence. ( 1 9 6 7 , pg 397)
•

•

.

Thus there appears to be a set of rules underlying man's use of language .
McNeill (1970) points out, however , that this competence is an abstraction
and there fore cannot be directly measured . Consequently , diagnosticians must rely on judgments of competence that are based on
linguistic performance.
Although Chomsky' s concept has been informative in explaining
how man has systematized a set of rules for sentence structure and
1

content , its usefulness is questionable in fully accounting for what a c hild
has acquired when he has the ability to communicate with others . It
does not define competence to the extent that it will account for all
the child acquires in his development of language . Specifically, it
fail s to explain how a child is able to apply his linguistic knowledge to a
large variety of communication situations . From this viewpoint, it seems
necessary to formulate a broader concept of competence before attempting
to make any judgments from performance . Hymes (1966) terms a more
inclusive theory "communicative competence. "
According to this concept, communicative competence for use of
language consists of at least two primary attributes , namely: (1) linguistic
competence , which governs sentence construction ability according to the
grammar of the language , and (2) situational competence which selects
sentences in relation to the speaking s ituation . Hymes argues that the
s ituational competence is a part of the same developmental matrix as
linguistic competence:
. . . Within the developmental matrix in which knowledge
of the sentences of a language is acquired , children
also acquire knowledge of a set of ways in which sen
tences are used . From a finite experience of speech
acts and their interdependence with sociocultural
f eature s , they develop a general theory of speaking
appropriate to their community, which they employ,
like other forms of tacit cultural knowledge (competence) ,
in conducting and interpreting social life (1 966 , pg . 5).
Thus Hymes is theorizing the presence of a rule-governed ability in the
child to apply l inguistic rules to situations , a s well as an ability to
acquire and use linguistic rules for sentence structure and content .
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Cazden further explains:
Human ability to ' i nterpret a sentence ' frequently must
go beyond recovery of the literal mea ning ('beyond'
in t he sense of further removed from the actual
perceptible sentence) to a n inference about the intent
of the speaker. The knowledge that makes this
possible is not knowledge of language alone; in
addition to linguistic rules , our tacit knowledge must
include sociolinguistic rules which specify linguistic
output or conversely, the interpretation of linguistic
output , in terms of categories of social variables such
as sex , age, relative rank , social situation, and so o n .
This more inclusive k nowledge Hymes has ca lled
'Communicative Competenc e . '
If o ne accepts this concept of competence , it then becomes clear
that the goal of linguistic diagnostic efforts is that of asses sing not
merely a child's linguistic competenc e , but his communicative
competence . Diagnosticians have no alternative at �his point in the
profession but to sample performance and make observations and
judgments of competence from this . However, a recognition of a
broader concept of competence is a plea for more controlled and
sophisticated methods of sampling performance.
Typically, to a nalyze expres sive language behavior, a language
sample is obtained from the child , subjected to some kind of linguistic
measure , and compared to normative data , if available

Fo llowi ng this

analys is , educational and remedia.tiona l procedures are begun, if
deemed nece?sary.
At least four variables have now been identified which should be
controlled i n sampling language behavior , these four being : the mea sure ,

4

the examiner, the stimulus , and the subject. (Miner, 1970b)
The language measure as a variable has been of concern for ma ny
years to those wishing to make accurate linguistic analyses . There has
been much dissatisfaction and doubt about such widely used mea sures
a s the Mean Length of Response (MLR) and the Structural Complexity
Score (SCS) .

(Cowa n , et al ., 1 9 6 7; Minifie , Darley , and Sherma n , 1 969;

Shriner, 1 9 68) . Recently a new language measure , the Length Complexity
Index (LCI) has been developed . The reliability (Barlow and Miner, 1 969)
and validity (Hon , 1970) data now available mak e this instru ment a
logical choice for linguistic analysis .
The subject variable is of an intrinsic and an imposed nature .
That is , the testing situation will have an effect upon the subject and
produce variability , but there is also naturally present much variability
within a group of subjects . Therefore , if the investigator selects a
random sample from a population, it is expected that there will be
much variability as to age , sex, IQ , physical make-up , etc . The
investigator must identify the types and sources of variability within
his population of subjects. These are then allowed to vary randomly, or
they are carefully controlled by matching of subjects as to s pecific
intrinsic variables .
If our ultimate purpose in sampling language behavior is an
assessment of a child ' s communicative competence , the examiner and
the testing environment become vital variabl es . These determine the
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situation the c hild finds himself having to cope with and , hopefully,
communicate within.
After defining communicative competence , it 9-PPears imperative
that t he importance of the examiner and the stimulus in asses sing
communicative competence be recognized . Since in observations of
language behavior a c hil d ' s s ituational competence for that certain
s ituation (i. e . , examiner, testing environment , stimulus) is also being
observed, it is vital that we attempt to assess the effects of different sit::
uations on the child� s verbal output .
Labov ( 1969) dramatically demonstrated t his point in a study of
nonstandard English.

In

trying to elicit a truly repres entative language

sample from Negro c hildren , it was discovered t hat the examiner and t he
s etting made a great deal of difference . Only very restricted language
samples were obtained w hen t he examiner was a white man asking the
c hild to talk about a toy fire engine that he set before him . Labov
points out that if this sample is to be taken as a measure of the c hild's
verbal capacity, it must be a s only his capacity in a hostil e , t hreatening
situation . When interviewed by a Negro examiner a sking the c hild to talk
on subjects w hich were of seemingly great interest to older boys
(fighting) , only minimal responses were obtained . The same was true w hen
t he examiner switc hed to a more neutral subject (television) . However ,
w hen the Negro interviewer brought in potato c hips and the c hild ' s best
friend , sat down on the floor with the boys (thereby reducing the heig ht
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imbalance) , and introduced taboo topics and words into the conversation,
a representative , very complex, language sample was obtained from
this child .
Labov (1 969 , pg. 11) impresses his finding upon the prospective
interviewer with this statement:
The power relationships in a one-to-one confrontation
between an adult and a child are too assymetrical .
He does not imply by this that no child will talk when alone with an
adult, but he goes on to say:
the social situation is the most powerful determinant
of verbal behavior and an adult must enter into the
right social relationship with a child if he wants to
find out what a child can do .
Thus it seems clear that the stimulus used in sampling language behavior
does have a noticeable effect on the final interpretation of the child ' s
communicative competence . This will depend on how he perceives that
situation, his pre-test experience with it , and his knowledge about and
interest in it .
Despite the evident importance of the stimulus variabl e , a lack of
concern with it is shown by the sca�city of recent research done in this
area. Studies by Wilson ( 1969) , Mintun (19 6 8 ) , Strandberg (1 9 69 ) ,
and Miner (1970) compose the bulk of this research . The proposed
investigation is considered as a systematic continuation of the research
done at Eastern Illinois University on the nature of the stimulus variabl e .
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The methodology and the stimuli chosen to evoke language samples
by investigators in prior studies have been many and varied . Some of these
methods have included

:

(1) Toys ,

(2) Books ,

(3) Children ' s

Appreception Test cards (CAT) and the Blacky picture s , (4) Recording of
the child's spontaneous verbalizations in free-play situations with
peers,

(5) Magazine cover pictures ,

(6) Reading readiness material ,

(7) Picture Story Language Test (PSLT) picture , and (8) Photographs of
the child in his natural environment.
All too often there have been no criteria set for the selection of
stimulus items other than the fact that the examiner thought they would
be of interest to young children.
The language measures have also varied through the research. Some
of the analysis_ methods used have been

:

(1) MLR , (2) SGS , (3) Mean

Length of the Five Longest Responses (ML5 R) , (4) Number of One word
Responses (N 1 WR) , (5) Total Number of Words (TNW) ,
Different words (NDW) , (Z) Sponta peHty Index ,

(6) Number of

(8) Transformational

Analys is , and (9) LC! .
Only thr.ee studies have concerned themselves directly with the
question of stimulus effect on verbal output (Cowan , et al . , 19 67;
Mintun , 19 68; Strandberg , 1969) .
Cowan , et al . (1967) examined the MLR a s a function of examiner ,
stimulus , and subject. Their conclusions were stated as follows .
Like the now discredited as sumption concerning the
magnitude of IQ score s , the implicit assumption that
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the magnitude of MLR is a property of the subject
independent of his setting s hould be permanently
discarded .
Mintun co mpared the effect of three different stimulus media on
evoked l anguage s amples for educable mentally retarded c hildren . The
stimulus methods used for comparison were toys , colored still pictures of
the toys , and s hort motion pictures of objects representing the toys used.
The l anguage samples were subjected to these l anguage measure s :
MLR, TNW, NDW, and LCI. She found no s ignificant differences with
the MLR. Toys and films gave equivalent LCI scores w hic h were
significantly higher than those from the still pictures . Toys elicited a
statistical l y significant higher TNW and NDW t han either films or pictures .
This study demonstrates that the stimulus medium is highly related to the
language measure applied.
Strandberg performed essentially the s ame investigation on a
population of c hildren of "normal " intelligence . She did not find a
significant difference among the t hree stimulus media, except that toys
and films were signific antly higher than pictures in regard to TNW and NDW.
This finding is of little consequence , however, since it has been
demonstrated that the TNW and NDW measures are highly unreliable (Minifie ,
Darley, and Sherman , 196 3 ) . Strandberg pointed out in a co mparative t able
of recent investigations that the LCI was especially sensitive to the
quality of the stimulus .
Since the time of these investigations , new techniques for evoking
l anguage s amples have been discovered . One of these is a series of

9
1 5 verbal directives to which the child is a s ked to respond . These verbal
directives were developed to aid the examiner in gathering normative data
for the LCI. Auditory s timuli were chosen as the preferred method of
evoking language samples due to the many variables inherent in visual
stimuli and the lack of specific information regarding the effects of these
variables on verbal output . Speech pathologists and nursery school
teachers were a s ked to submit comments or questions they felt were likely
to evoke representative responses from five year old s . A total of 70
verbal directives were collected and these 70 were then presented to a
panel of observers for scaling by the psychological scaling methodology
of equal appearing intervals . They were asked to scale the stimuli on
"verbal directive appropriatenes s " which was defined for them a s the
"likelihood of evoking representative language samples from five year old
children .

11

Mean scale values were computed and the 15 stimuli with

the highest scale values constituted the verbal directives to be used for
evoking samples . It has s ince been shown that oral language samples
can be evoked from children when stimulated in this manner (Miner, 19 70;
Alcorn, 19 71)

•

Another new technique that is now being explored comes from
research in the area of Visual Literacy. With this technique , the child
is trained to use a camera and is given the camera to take home and ta ke
pictures of anything he wishes . After the pictures are developed , the
child sits down with the examiner to see his pictures for the first time ,
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and he is a s ked to explain them to the examiner. Research by Strandberg
and Griffith (19 6 9 ) has shown that with this method language samples: · are
obtained that contain long and structurally complex responses . Fransecky
(1970) attempts to expla in the occurrence of these complex responses by
reasoning that the camera is providing the child with a fusion with the
present: "His very internal life 'turns on' with each new picture
In

. • • • "

other word s , Fransecky is noting that children value their pictures ;

they have an investment in them . To communicate their meaning through
language to someone else is thus very important and enjoyable .
The modem age of electronics has now made it possible to sample
language behavior with no examiner or human interference present. This
methodology is possible through the use of radio telemetry. Hoshiko and
Holloway (1968) have demonstrated its utility in collecting verbal data
from a preschool child, utilizing a small transmitter, an FM tuner, and
a tape recorder. After the child was familiar with wearing a harness and
a dummy instrument, the transmitter and microphone were put on him and
record ings were made throughout the day in half hour segments . This
sample was analyzed a s to initiatory speech a nd responsive speech .
Number of sentences and mean sentence l ength were also obtained. But
the main objective of the study was to demonstrate the feasibility of a
telemetry syst�m for sampling language.
Thus it can be clearly seen that there are in existance an abundance
of methods for sampling language . Some of these methods seem to be

11
u s ed because they are traditional; others because they are convenient and
s imple. The development of the newer methods demonstrates a somewhat
revived interest in the stimulus variable .
In

summary, the following points should be noted in rel ation to

s ampling expressive l anguage behavior:
1 . The concept of competence must be revised if there is to be
an expl anation of how a person is able to use l anguage in many different
s ituations . A more inclusive theory than Chomsky' s linguistic competence is
that of Commun ic ative Competence which involves both l inguistic
competence and s ituational competence . Judgments of performance from which
assessments of communic ative competence are derived must consequently
be thought of as judgments of linguistic performance in that s ituation;
the effects and limitations of that situation must be taken into account .
2.

In

s ampling expressive l anguage behavior the " s ituation "

involves the examiner , the testing environment, and the stimulus , and
their resulting interactions . The stimulus variable and its effect on
verbal output has often been overlooked or minim ized in research and in
clinic al practice .
3 . Recently three new stimulus methods for s ampling l anguage
beh avior have been developed . These methods involve the use of
verbal directives , child-generated p ictures , and a radio telemetry
system.
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4 . With the realization that we are a s s essing communicative
competence rather than merely linguistic competence , and with the
development of the newer methodologies , there comes an obligation to
assess the effects of the stimulus situation upon performance . As far
back a s 1946 , McCarthy published this caution:

·

It'is extremely important therefore , in comparing language
studies and in setting up experimental situations for
future investigations , to control the situation with great
care , to make comparisons only of situations which have
been shown to be comparabl e , and to generalize regarding
language development only for the specific situation in
which the data have been collected ( pg. 596) .
5 . It would be ideal to perform all diagnostics for language by
obtaining a sample of the child ' s verbal output in several different
situations . Unfortunately, this is not feasible since time , equipment ,
and personnel are usually limited. Therefore , the recognition of the
probable effects on judgments of communicative competence of the
situation and the methodology utilized in sampling language behavior
obligates the researcher and the clinician to be aware of new methods
and to make comparisons between different stimulus situations .
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the proposed investigation is to compare four
different methods of evoking expressive language samples from childre n .
These four sampling procedures will function a s the independen t..
variables while obtained LCI scores will serve as the dependent variables
for this investigation. The scores obtained by the different methods
will be compared and differences will be further evaluated a s to
grammatical structures present.
The questions to be posed at the outset of this study are a s
follows:
(1) Do statistically significant differences exist among
obtained total LCI scores for the following
procedures for evoking child language samples:
a.
b.
c.
d.
(2)

If

Toys
Verbal Directives
Child-generated Pictures
Radio Telemetry

differences exist, are they manifested in:
a . Noun Phrase I index
b. Verb Phrase I inde x
c . Noun Phrase II index

(3) What is the frequency of occurrence of the obtained
grammatical structures from the sampling procedure
yielding the highest LCI scores ?

·

Chapter II

Review of Related Literature
The purpose of this chapter is to review procedures for obtaining
language samples from children . The thrust of this critical review is to
emphasize that the prevailing methodology has often been haphazard ,
uncontrolled , or crudely reported . Often there have been no criteria for
the selection of stimulus items; other items have been chosen because of
tradition or convenience . The ramifications of this kind of methodology
may be perhaps greater than has been realized .
The U s e of Pictures in Sampling Language
There has been vast utilization of different types of pictures as
stimulus items for eliciting language samples from children. Unfortunately,
the effects of various aspects of visual stimuli , such as color, action , s iz e ,
etc . , have not been assessed . There is a need for ins ight into how these
features may stimulate or inhibit verbal output . The following s ection
discusses the use of pictures in sampling language.

It

is organized a s to

the various types of pictures that have been utilized . These include:
(1) Psychological projective test pictures ,

(2)

Adult-generated photographs

of children , (3) Popular magazine illustrations , (4) Reading readine s s
14
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materials ,

(5) Motion pictures ,

(6) C hild-generated p hotograph

sequences , and (7) the Picture Story Language Test picture.
·Ps ychological projective test pictures .

With seemingly little

rationale pictures from psychological tests such as the C hildren Is
I

Apperception Test (CAT) and the Blacky Pictures have often been chosen
for use as stimulus item s . Winitz (1 959) utilized one card , # 7 , from t he
CAT to elicit verbalizations from a population of 150 kindergarten c hildren .
This study was designed to investigate whether previously reported small dif
ferences favoring female c hildren in language skills are chance difference s .
All language samples were elicited in the c hild's home , either in a playroom
or in his bedroom. Winitz found no s ignificant difference between males
and females in language skills with his population .
found with his population of five year olds (N

=

In

contra st , Miner( 1970)

300) that differences did

exist between males and females favoring the female in oral language
skill s . Whether differences between these studies are due to differences
in

sample size or stimuli is unknown . Nevert heless , it is reasonable to

hypothesize that the effectiveness of the CAT card as a stimulus item is low
in

comparison with questions that require the child to talk about people and

s ituations

in

his immediate environment . Even though true sex differences

may exist in terms of language ability, they may be slighted with the use
of an in effective stimulus item .
Siegel (19 6 2 ) utilized the entire set of CAT cards in obtaining samples
from older institutionalized mentally retarded c hildren . The purpose of
this investigation was to compute the interexaminer reliability of the MLR .
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T ransc ripts were prepared from ta pe recordings by two diffe rent secretaries
with prior training in the tas k , and these composed the two sets of data
for analysis . Co rrelations were co mputed to determine agreement between
the two typists . High correlations (r

=

0 . 94) were obtained , and it was

concluded that ta pe recordi.rg s provide a reliable and practical way of
obtaining sa mples and that persons not in the field of s peech pathology
may be trained to prepare tran�cripts for analysis .
Minifie, Darley, and Sherman (19 6 3 ) investigated the te mporal
reliability of seven language mea sures (MLR, ML 5 R , N 1WR, Standard
deviation of response l ength , and NDW/TNW) .

In

obtaining language

samples , three sets of pictures were used as stimuli, one set being
pictures from the CAT . The other sets of pictures were not s pecified a s to
content and were stated only to have been 11 judged of interest to
children of the ages 5 . 5 and 8 . 0 years .

11

A 5 0 response language

sample was elicited on three sepa rate occasions (no more than one day
a part) in the child's home. Using the intraclass correlation coefficient,
correlations ranging from . 52 to 82 were obtained, indicating low
•

temporal reliability at both age level s . This probably also indicates
that the reliability, or the day to day effectivenes s , of those pictures a s
stimulus items was also very low.
Adult-generated photographs of children. Povich and Ba ratz (19 6 7)
utilized the CAT ca rds in their study of the language development of twenty
Negro Head Start children . They also e mployed black and white photo
gra phs of the child and his immediate environment . The examiner s pent
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s everal days in the classroom so that the children would become familiar with
her, and she took a good deal of time in establishing rapport with the
child before the sample was taken. Res ponses were analyzed using Lee ' s
Developmental Sentence types and Menyuk s research on normal language
1

acquistion .

It

was found that the lower class child is using a qual itatively

different language system than the middle class child . His language was
found to contain many structures that are cons idered restricted when compared
to standard English usage. However, these forms are acceptable in the
lower class Negro dialect and indicate a level of syntactic development.
This investigation vividly illustrates the flaw in viewing the difference s
in lower class and middle class language structure"S- a s deficiencies rather
than as mere differences .
The stimulus variable is seemingly so unimportant in some studies
that the investigator fails to report any details about the sa mpling
procedure .

In

an investigation of the communication skills of children

with cleft lip and/or palate, Morris (19 6 2) merely stated that toys and
pictures were used to elicit samples . No information was given about the
selection of the stimulus items or about the methods used in presenting the
stimuli to the child . All responses were recorded in longhand by the
examiner; no reason for utilizing this method over a tape recorder was
given

•

.

Res ponses were analyzed a s to MLR, ML 5R , N 1 WR , SCS , and NDW.

Popular magazine illustrations .

At a time when it was beginning

to seem that no one was aware of any possible effects of the stimulus
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variable on verbal output , Cowan , Weber, Hoddinott , and Klein (1967)
designed a study to investigate the effects of the stimulus , examiner , and
subject upon the MLR. They chose to construct a set of ten pictures from
a popular magazine cover for stimulus items . Although one purpose of the
study was to assess examiner effects , only two examiners , both mal e ,
elicited samples; the procedure used to elicit samples was not
standardized . Ninety-six subjects at the age levels ; . · of five , seven, nine ,
and eleven years were tested . Despite the methodological flaws in this in
vestigation, it did serve to cast doubt upon the a s sumption that the obtained
MLR is a function of the subject independent of his setting .

In

other

words , situational competence a s well a s linguistic competence is being
a s s essed in the testing situation .
Reading readiness materials .

Reading readiness pictures have

supposedly been developed to be of particular interest to young children.
Some investigators have chosen to construct sets of these pictures to use
as stimulus material s . James (19 6 8) a s sembled a set of reading readiness
pictures for use in an evaluation of transformational skills of culturally
advantaged and disadvantaged children . This paper contains a comprehensive
explaination of the different transformations used by the children in the
study.
Barlow and Miner (1 969) investigated the temporal reliability of the
LCI and employed a similar set of reading readiness materials as the
James study. The LCI was found to have high temporal reliability ( . 80)
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in comparison with the 0 . 65 found for the MLR.

In

regard to the

effectiveness of reading readiness materials a s stimuli , Barlow points
out that all children may not have interest in these pictures even
though the e xperimenter would judge them interesting to children .
Motion Pictures . The effect of moving pictures as stimulus
materials has also been assessed . As mentioned earlier, Mintun
(196 8) compared three different language sampling procedures on a
population of mentally retarded children . The three sampling procedures
were: toys , still pictures of the toys , and moving pictures of objects
repres enting the toys . Employing the MLR, TNW, N DW, and the LC I,
she found that the MLR yielded no significant differences . Toys and
films yielded equivalent scores which were significantly higher than
those of still pictures with the LCI measure .

It

was noted that most

of the children tended to describe the action taking place in the
moving pictures . Therefore , the frequent use of the present participle
probably tended to skew the obtained score s , since the use of this
form of the verb is scored a s an e xtra point on the LC I .
The Strandberg study (1 969) , as previously cited, essentially
replicated the Mintun study on a population of 30 four and five year
old children of normal or abcwe average intelligence. Toys , still
photographs of the toys , and films of objects repres enting the toys
were again used . Significant differences among the three stimulus
tnedia were not obtained . Strandberg does not account for the
difference

in

results in comparison to previous studies , although she
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does point out that one would expect older mentally retarded children
to have different reactions to the stimuli than four and five year old
normal children . One inte rpretation of these results that ha s not been
hypothesized before is the possibility of examiner effect operating here.
Pe rha ps it does not make any difference which of these three stimulus
methods a re utilized if the clinician is highly skilled with much
e xperience and natural ability in working with no rmal children . It is
felt that this should be considered as contributing to the obtained
results of that study.
Story films have also been utilized to elicit child language
sa mples .

0 'Donnell, et

a l . (1 9 6 7) utilized short animated cartoons of

two of Aesops fables to obtain o ral and written res ponses from 180 children
divided into groups of kinderga rten , first, second, third, fifth , and
seventh g raders . The films were shown without the sound so that the
na rrator's language would not influence the child's ve rbalizations .
Immediately after the film, each child was asked to tell the story of
the film and to answer certain preplanned questions on the film.
The third, fifth , and seventh graders were then asked to write the
story of the film and answers to the same questions . A transfo rmational
analysis noting primarily the number, kinds , and functions of sentence
combining transformations was perfo rmed on all samples . The differences
between usage at different grade levels were analyzed.
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The limitations of this type of research were realistically
stated by the authors as follows:
The language samples do not necessarily show
what the children would have done under other
types of stimulus conditions . Nor do they give
much basis for s peculating about so-called
' passive abilities ' - abilities to understand in
listening and reading . They sim ply show how
children at various stages of development did
express themselves in a particular kind of
situation . (pg. 2 7)
Therefore the recognition is cited that the chil d ' s situational competence
for that setting may be very different than that for another setting.
Child-generated photograph sequences .

In

a n exploration of a

new area called Visual Literacy, Strandberg and Griffith (1969)
designed a study to measure relationships between visual experience
and verbal behavior. Six four and five year olds were trained and
given the necessary equipment to take their own pictures . They took
pictures on three separate occasions : (1) The children were taken
into a large room inwhich toys were arranged for photogra phing . Each
child was asked to take two pictures of each toy. After the films
were developed, the examiner evoked a language sampl e from each
child using these as stimuli; (2) Each child was given two 2 0 -exposure
film cartridges and the camera was sent home with the child over the
week-end . He was instructed to take pictures of anything he wished .
The developed prints were numbered so a s to identify the order in which
they were taken.

In

evoking the samples , the child was first given
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the pictures in a stack and allowed to talk about them as he wished.
After this , the pictures were laid out in random fashion in front of him
and he was asked to tell the examiner about them again. Sequences
were noted; (3) For the third occasion the experimental group was
given 45 minutes of training in visual sequencing activities . Both
groups again took film home and took picture s . Language samples
were evoked in the same manner as in ses sion two .
Linguistic analyses employed were the LCI , Spontaneity Index ,
TNW, and NDW. Results showed that: (1) The language responses
were significantly longer and grammatically more complex when the
child was talking about pictures made at home compared to those of
the toys� (2) Training in sequencing s ignificantly increased length
and complexity of subjects' respons es; (3) Responses were significantly
more spontaneous when talking about pictures made at home; (4) T he
LCI seemed to be the most sensitive to the changes in language
behavior brought about by the visual literacy training.
The Picture Story Language Test picture (PSLT) .

In an effort

to standardize a method for obtaining language samples , Margo
Wilson {1969) utilized the photograph from the PSLT . This photograph
pictures a young boy sitting at a table playing with a variety of toys
that are around him . Wilson used 40 subjects on the age levels of
three , four , five , six, seven, eight , ni ne, eleven , thirteen , fifteen ,
and seventeen years . Standard instructions were given and tape
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recordings were made. Responses were analyzed according to total
sentences , words per sentence , syntax scale, and abstract-concrete
scale . Reliability was assessed by retest of ten subjects . The
validity criterion established was that of ranking of samples from least
to most proficient in language ability. This was performed by two
speech pathologists who obtained a correlation of 0 . 9 3 between
their rankings of the 40 samples . From this investigation , Wilson
concluded that the PSLT picture provided a valid standardized method
for evoking language samples from children .
Wilson is to be commended for her efforts to resolve this problem
of standardization; however, a s Griffith (1969) points out , the
conclusions of the study " fail in their quest for sufficiency. "
Conclusions that language samples obtained with any method are
representative of the child's habitual performance cannot be validated
until all factors are systematically varied and assessed.
It

seems appropriate to note here that no investigator, with

the exception of one , has specified the criteria for selection of
stimulus items .

In

constructing a standardized test for securing

samples of written language , Myklebust (1965 , pg. 71) emphasized the
following criteria for selection of pictures:
1 . It must portray action of a type that provides as much interest
and motivation as possibl e .
2. It must be appealing to children of school age from
the primary grades through high school or between
the ages of seven and 1 7 years .
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3 . It must lend itself to imaginative thinking , be
conducive to writing about more than what is
a c tu'a 11 y portrayed .
4. There should be a definite foreground and
background .
5 . The size of the picture must be standardized
large enough to permit continuous viewing
by eight to ten persons at once; the actual
size is lot by l 3t.
Although these do not apply to obtaining oral language samples , other
investigators should follow this example in identification of the
rationale for the selection of stimulus items .
It can clearly be seen that the use of different sorts of 'pictures
for stimuli in sampling language has been active and wide-spread .
As the variables inherent in visual stimuli and the possible effects
of these variables upon the child are further investigated , it should
become easier to make decisions about the use of pictures to elicit
verbalization , and the investigator will not have to rely upon the
traditionally crude random selection. The use of that kind of methoaology
certainly makes interstudy comparisons impos s ible. Even more
importantly, it may lead to distorted impressions of communicative
competence . These consequences should make this problem of
imminent concern to those interested in language research.
The Use of Toys as Stimuli
McCarthy (1 9 3 0) was one of the earliest investigators to study
the language development of the child. She also described the use
of certain toys and pictures in eliciting language samples which set
a precedent for many other researchers . She recommended that to
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stimulate spontaneous conversation , toys , pictures , and picture books
be used . For toys , she utilized "a little red auto, a cat that squeaked,
a telephone with a bell , a little tin mous e , and a small ball . "
McCarthy used a book containing group or situation pictures
with older children. With young children she found that an animal
picture book having one central object in each picture was particularly
suifable .

However recent studies (Mintun , 1968; Strandberg and Griffith ,

1969; Strandberg, 1969) indicate that still pictures with one central
object have a restrictive influence on the chil d ' s verbal output .
In

1932 , Day essentially replicated the McCarthy procedure to

study the language development of twins from the ages of two to five
years . The responses were recorded longhand by the author. The
reliability of the scoring method was checked by having the examiner
and two other speech pathologists score responses; however, no
intraexaminer reliability was computed for recording or scoring. Day
noted that sometimes family members insisted on being in the testing
room while the children were playing. This usually would either
encourage or interfere with spontaneous language . McCarthy's
procedures for functional analysis , construction analysis , and a
word analysis were followed . Day's results indicated that these
twins were retarded in language development as measured by each
of these analyses.
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Davis (1937) made modifications of the McCarthy stimuli in order
to assess linguistic skill in twins , children with sibling s , and those
that have no s iblings . She chose objects of special interest to boys
such a s cowboys , indians , wagons , etc .

It

was a s sumed that girls

would also be interested in these . Davis also used pictures of ships
and of simple school situations , but resorted to these only when toys
failed to elicit respons es . In terms of length , complexity , and
grammatical correctnes s , she found a significant sex difference in favor
of the gitls , in spite of a situation which was unfavorable to them. Due
to this situational prejudice, the magnitude of the difference may
have been greater than indicated by the results .
Many other investigators have chosen to use a variety of toys
as stimulus items along with other stimulus methods such a s pictures ,
role-playing , etc . (Hahn , 1948; Morris , 196 2; Cazden , 1 9 6 5 ; Mintun ,
1968; Strandberg , 1 969)
The researcher using toys a s stimulus materials faces the problem
of trying to select toys that will be stimulating to all children in the
population. This criterion makes it difficult to duplicate other studies
since different children have diversified interests in toys .
There have been only two studies which compared the use of
toys as stimuli with the use of other materials (Mintun , 1968;
Strandberg , 1969) . If the wide use of toys a s stimulus items both in
research and in clinical practice is to continue , there is a need for
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more research similar to these stud ies . Research should be designed so
as to make d irect comparisons between toys and other less traditional
methods as to yielded linguistic performance .
Role-Playing as a Sampling Technique
Role-playing is a techniq ue in which the exam iner sets up a
situation for the ch ild and provides him with play materials and roles
to pretend . This has often been used in research to attempt to elicit
acceptable language samples .
Paula Menyuk (1961) des igned a study to assess the usefulness
of Chomsky's tripartite model for describing ch ildren ' s grammar. To
obtain an adequate language sample from these nurs ery school children
and first graders , she tape recorded speech in three different s ituations :
(1) Responses to the p icture from the projective test, The Blacky Pictures;
(2) Conversations with the examiner with her employing some questions
from the test manual and .some of her own choosing, and (3) Conversa tions
in a role-playing s ituation in wh ich the children (three children in
each play s ituation) were told that they were to pretend to be a family
just getting ready for the day. This was recorded for a 15 minute time
period . Written recordings were taken in the classroom to check for
the use of sentence structures in that s ituation that m ight not have
been used in responses in the test�g s ituations . The language sample
from each ch ild was analyzed according to Chomsky' s technique . of
transformational analysis . Menyuk real ized that the h igh mean

IQ
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range (ll9 - 1 4 6 a s measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test)
restricted the data comparison as to differences in syntactic structures
present with different IQ ranges . However, it is also possible that
she would not have found all basic adult structures present with nursery
school children of a more average IQ range. Further research is needed
in this area.
For her doctoral dissertation , Cazden (1965) designed an
investigation to determine whether a child gets more benefit from a
particular type of interaction with adults , expansion , or more from
s imply much exposure to interaction with adults . Subjects were divided
into two groups and each child received 30-40 minutes of exposure
each day for three month s . Equipment used in the study were divided
into three categories according to their usefulness in evoking verbali
zations from these 2 8- 3 8 month old chHdren. Montes sorri type materials
(color cone and simple geometric puzzle) comprised part of the first
category. The child could come in the room and immediately begin
succes sful work without interaction with the examiner . These toys
were used to establish rapport. Plasticiene and blocks also comprised
the first category, and although through their lack of structure , ver
balization could be encouraged , it was often too difficult to understand
the child because of th� wide range of possible topic s .
The second category was composed o f doll s , and house-keeping
and dress-up material s . With the use of these items , ver balization
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was plen�iful and the topic usually easily comprehended.
Books were used in two different ways . In the group receiving
the expansion exposure , the pictures in the book were used to talk
about.

In

the other group, the books were simply read to the children

each day. Books were chosen that had simple , well-formed sentences ,
no continuous plo� , and action pictures . Obtained data were analyzed
as to mean l ength of utteranc e , Noun phrase index, verb complexity
index , d::pula index, sentence-typ e index , and sentence imitation
test.
Although the role-playing activity did not compose the entire
sample in either of these studies , verbalizations recorded during
these activities have been taken as representative of the child's
true linguistic skill . The investigator should consider the possibility
of obtaining much imitative language during these activities . Langu
age used by a child while pretending to be a mother getting her
children off to school may be very much like that used by the child's
own mother every morning. These responses may therefore be more
elaborate in syntax and vocabulary than the child's routine language
usage.
The Utilization of Question and Answer Formats
Several investigators have chosen to directly question the
child and record his responses to these questions . Some of these
procedures involve questions about certain stories or toys that have
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been presented to the child; others involve carefully chosen questions
to the child about himself or his environment.
Williams and Naramore (1969) attempted to determine whether
statistically reliable social differences did exist between the degree
of syntactic elaboration in the speech of Negro and white fifth and
sixth grade children . Their language samples were obtained from the
Detroit Dialect Study (Shuy, et a l . , 1 9 6 7) . For that study, interviews
were conducted in the children's homes . Each child was asked to
pronounce word lists , read aloud, name items , and provide grammatical
contrast s . Fourty-five minutes were devoted to prompting the child
to talk freely about certain topic s . Discus s ions from three of these
topics were selected for this analys i s . Questions to the child were:
(1) What kinds of games do you play around here ? ; (2) What are
your favorite television programs ? ; (3) What do you want to do when
you finish school ? . Unfortunately the authors do not state why
responses to these particular questions were chosen . Perhaps children ' s
responses to these questions were longer and more elaborate , or
perhaps they were more nearly standard in length, etc. , from child
to child than responses to other questions . However, this is only
conjecture . A structural description of the responses to these
questions was performed . Results indicated that reliable social
class differences do exist on a variety of indices . Mainly, children
from a higher status sample tended to employ more , and more
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elaborated , syntactic pattern s .
In

her book , Language Disorders of Children , Mildred Berry

(1969) suggests the use of a picture-story technique for evaluating
the conversational speech of a child five to eight years of age. With
this method one p icture-story is presented in detail to the child.
Eleven 4 X 6 line drawing3. acconwany the story and are laid out in
front of the child as the examiner tells him a story about them (a
story and accompanying pictures are illustrated in the book, pg . 2 4 3 ) .
The examiner stops at a certa in point in the story and asks the .child · .:
to finish it, w ith the pictures to help him . If the child does not
respond, specific questions are asked of him as prompts . No language
age is obta ined . However, she suggests a comprehensive evaluative
description of the child' s conversation during the story through the
use of a critique outline , which is also provided in the book . The
outline includes such things as imaginative description , two levels .
of interpretation, use of structure words , grammar and syntax, and
articulation , to name a few. This language sampling technique
could possibly be utilized with other l inguistic measures except in
those cases where the child finally finishes the story by merely
completing sentences made by the examiner.

It

would not seem to be

us eful for the child who may be slow intellectually , since even with
the pictures , a representative language sample would require some
imagination and inventiveness on the part of the child .
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The most recent effort in the quantification of language
development is the Developmental Sentence Scoring (DSS) procedure
(Lee and Canter , 1 9 7 1 ) . This is a clinical procedure for estimating
the progress of children enrolled in language training. Based on a
developmental scale of syntax acquisition from Northwestern
University studies , the procedure gives weighted scores to a develop mental order of pronouns , verbs , negatives , conjunctions , yes-no
questions , and wh-questions . The authors suggest a language sampling
procedure in which the child is alone with an examiner; stimulus
materials should include any toys , pictures or social play which holds
the child ' s interest and allows maximum syntactic performance .
Qestions such as "What happened next ? " or "What would happen if . . . ? "
are to be used by the examiner. The success of the sampling procedure
is highly dependent upon the skill of the clinician. The scoring
procedure is very complicated , time-consuming, and places a heavy
emphasis on grammatical correctness. Wh.en reliability and validity
of the DSS are established, it may prove to be a us eful and thorough
tool for quantifying clinical progre s s . Its usefulness a s a n initial
indicator of language development level would appear to be somewhat
restricted due to the heavy penalties for grammatical errors . The
DSS procedure seems to have been developed on a criterion of
grammatical accuracy rather than one of structural complexity. This
method , therefore , does not allow the examiner to make decisions
about dialectal differences. Dialect differences (i . e. , different
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than standard English usage) are automatically labeled a s deficiencies
by the use of the DSS procedure . Thus the child who is functioning
at an adequate level of language development for his age , but uses
non-standard English would seem to be unduly penalized with the
DSS system .
As previously discussed , Miner (1970) a s sembled a set of
1 5 verbal directives for use in collecting language samples when
normative information was gathered for the LCI. With this technique ,
the examiner and the child are seated together , and the examiner
randomly presents these 15 questions to the child. The examiner
may use "Tell me more" a s a prompt to elicit further verbalization .
The fact that all children will have some experiential base from which
to respond to questions such as these may perhaps enhance the child• s
situational competence during testing.
Recording in Free- Play or other Non-examiner Situations
In

an attempt to avoid examiner influence or interference , a

number of investigators have chosen to record the child's spontaneous
conversation in play at school. or at home .
In

1 9 2 6 Smith investigated the development of the sentence in

young children . The child was allowed to play in small groups at
nursery school and the examiner sat in the room and made written
recordings of the subject's utterances in a one-hour period . Since
only one examiner made the recordings for each child, reliability
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of the written recordings is questionable .
In

an investigation of the English learning skills of Hawaiian

children , Smith (1939) states her objection to formal procedures such
a s McCarthy' s utilization of toys and pictures to elicit verbalization :
It was felt that the language used by the observer
would influence too much that used by the child
and the purpose was to learn what was the most
natural manner of speech for the children in
their homes . (pg. 1 4 1 )
Therefore , written recordings were then made of everything the child
said in a variable length of time in two situations , at kindergarten and
at home . The question of recorder reliability applies in this study
al so.
Hahn (1948) recorded first grade children during a " Show and
Tell" period in the classroom . She then elicited a language sample
from these same children using small objects and toys "such as those
as are commonly used by speech correction teachers " . She also
asked the children to tell a story about "an interesting pretested
picture"·.., With this design she found that the children used sentences with
a

mean length of only 6 . 85 words

in

the situation with the examiner ,

but used sentences with a mean length of 9 . 84 words during the
audience s ituation of "Show and Tell " . Her results must be interpreted
with caution a s the size of the language samples obtained in both
situations were small and were not comparable . She does make an
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interesting comment on what we now view a s the influence of the
child's situational competence:
The length of the child ' s total response and of his sentences
and the completeness of his sentence structures depend
more extensively on the situation in which he speaks
and the topic about which he talks than has been
realized. (pg. 365)
Following the publication of Language and Thought in which
Piaget (1926) discussed the child's egocentric and socialized speech,
there seemed to be an upsurge of interest in the effect of the
s ituation on the chil d ' s verbal output . Therefore in the 1 9 3 0 ' s and
the 1940' s there were several studies which were designed to a s sess
these effects (McCarthy, 1929; McConnon, 1935; Williams and
Mattson, 1942; Janus , 1943) . Most of these investigators attempted
to record (by written method) the chil d ' s conversations during different
s ituations (outdoor play, indoor play, nursery school, home , peer
groupings , child-adult groupirig�) . Obtained samples were compared
on such measures a s length of response, spontaneity, socialized
speech, and day to day consistency.
In

view of today's more sophisticated methods of research and

of linguistic analyse s , these studies provide . l ittle valid and conelusive information . They were, for the most part, poorly managed
as to control of variables and checks on reliability. The inclusiveness
of these studies and the lack of research in this area in recent years
points out the urgent need for further investigation .
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In

conclusion , the intent of this chapter has been to affirm the

need for further research into the effect of the stimulus variable on
verbal output . It has been shown that many types of stimulus situations have been utilized to collect language samples . This review
suggests that tradition and convenience have appeared to be the
main criteria for selection of stimuli . There have been few inquiries
as to the effect of this methodology on the chil d ' s situational
competence .
Although very few studies have been designed t o compare directly
the effects and usefulness of different stimulus items with children ,
a qua s i rank-ordering of stimuli can be formulated from observations
of different sampling techniques . There are obvious limitations on
the validity of this rank-ordering since different examiners , measure s ,
and stimuli have been used in different investigations . Nevertheless ,
it appears that the different items may rank-order themselves in the
following manner according to abil ity to stimulate verbal output:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Child-generated Pictures
Verbal Directives
Toys
Films
Still Pictures
Reading Readiness Material

There is at this time an urgent need for research evidence to
support , refute or rearrange this rank-ordering. As has been shown
in this chapter, interstudy comparisons (c . f. Table I) are virtually
impossible at this point because of the uncontrolled stimulus
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situations . It is also probable that indications of communicative
competence are being distorted due to the unknown influence of the
stimulus situation on the child's situational competence . Noting
these limitations on present knowledge , the value of research to
compare directly stimulus effects on verbal output becomes increa singly
Clear.
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Table I . - Summary of investigator{s) , stimulus methods , and
language measures used in language studies pertinent
to the present study . Abbreviations of language
measures: mean length of response (MLR); number of
one word responses (N1WR); number of different
words (NDW); structural compl exity score (SCS);
mean of the five longest responses (M s LR); total
number of words (TNW); mean standard deviation
for mean length of response (MSD); standard devia
tion of response . length (SD-RL); development
sentence type (DST); length compl exity index (LC I);
noun phrase index (NPI); verb complexity index(VPI)

Investigator

Stimuli

Langµage Measure

1930 McCarthy

Picture books = animal
pictures and Mother
Goose rhymes
Toys = auto, cat,
telephone , mouse
music box, ball

Length of response
Complexity of
sentence structure ,
function of response ,
proportions of
varioµs parts of
speech

1 9 3 2 Day

Similar to McCarthy' s

Same definitions ,
classification s ,
methods & analysis
as McCarthy

1 9 3 7 Davis

Picture books = ships
_pchool s ituations
Toys similar to
McCarthy' s . Added
cowboys & indians

McCarthy procedure
Clarified rules for
sentence cla s s

Written recordings of
children in one-hour
free-play situation
with peers

Same a s above

=

1 9 3 9 Smith
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Table I - continued

Investigator

Stimuli

Language Measure

Small objects & toys
Pretested picture
Recordings of children
during a " Show & Tell
period at school

Same as Smith

1959 Winitz

CAT card,

MLR

1961 Menyuk

Blacky pictures
conversation with
examiner , peers
classroom situation

Transformational
Analysis

1962 Siegel

CAT cards

MLR

1962 Morris

Toys

MLR , MDS N 1WR
M 5 LR, scs N DW

1948 Hahn

11

&

ii=

7

Pictures

I

I

1 9 6 3 Minifie,
Darley/
Sherman

Three sets of
pictures .: CAT cards
& two constructed
by the examiner

MLR , SD-RL , NDW
scs , TNW, M 5 LR,
N 1WR

1965 Cazden

Toys (see text)
Books

MLR , NP!, VCI,
Copula Index ,
Sentence-type
.index, sentence
imitation test

19 6 7 O ' Donnell
Griffin
Norris

Animated cartoons
of two of Aesops
fables

Transformational
Analysis

1967 Cowan
Weber
Hoddinott
Klein

Ten pictures
constructed from
a popular magazine
cover

MLR

196 7 Povich
Baratz

Photographs of child
in natural environment

DST , transformational
analysis
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Table I - continued

Investigator

Stimuli

Language Measure

1 9 6 8 James

Set of pictures
from reading
readiness material

Transformational
Analysis

1 9 6 8 Mintun

Photographs of toys ,
toys , moving pictures
of toys

MLR, TNW N DW
LC!

1969 Miner
Barlow

Three sets of pictures
from reading readiness
materials

MLR, LC!

1 9 6 9 Strandberg
Griffith

Photographs taken by
subjects of specified
toys , and of
environment

MLR , LC! , NDW,
TNW, Spontaneity
Index

1 9 6 9 Strandberg

Photographs of toys ,
toys , moving pictures
of toys

MLR , TNW , N DW ,
LC!

1 969 Williams
Narramore

Three questions from
Detroit Dialect Study

Structural description
of syntax

1 9 6 9 Berry

Picture- st<?ry for
completion by the
child

Comprehensive
evaluative
description on
several parameters

1 969 Wilson

Picture from PSLT

Total sentences
words per sentence
syntax scale,
abstract-concrete
scale

1 9 70 Miner

15 verbal directives

LC!

1 9 71 Lee
Canter

Child ' s favorite toys ,
pictures or play

Developmental
Sentence Scoring

I

I

Chapter III
Subjects , Equipment, and Procedure
I . Selection of Subjects
The children who served as subjects were selected from the
five-year old kindergarten at the Buzzard Laboratory School on the
Eastern Illinois University campus . Since all four methods for evoking
language samples were used with all subjects , each child , in effect ,
served a s his own control . Therefore , only the following three
criteria were chosen for selection of a child as a possible subject:
(1) Age: the child had to be between the ages of four years, nine
months and five years , three months . This range
wa·s selected since the present investigation centers
on the language of children five years of age and the
language measure , the L�I, was standardized on a
group of five-year olds .
(2) Hearing: All subjects were given a binaural puretone
audiometric screening at a level of 20 d B
a t the frequencies 2 5 0 , 5 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 , 2000 , and
4000 Hz . Any child who failed two frequencies
in either ear at this level was excluded a s a
possible subject. One child was excluded
from the population due to a failure of the
hearing screening .
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(3) Articulation: Any child who was found to omit the final
/s/ or /z/ was excluded as a subject.
This was assessed by having the child repeat
the following words after the examiner:
book , book s , toy, toys , wet , wets , dres s ,
dresses . Since pluralization indicates
morphological skill and is scored a s an
extra point on the LCI, the /s/ or /z/
omission would complicate the transcription
and scoring of the child's LCI . All
children in the population met this criterion .
All children in the five-year old kindergarten at the Laboratory
school who met the above requirements were eligible to be chosen a s
subject s . From the 2 2 possible children , ten were randomly selected
to serve a s subjects . Six children from the morning ses sion and
four from the afternoon group ·were selected in this manner. Six boys
and four girls were chosen .
II. Methodology for Evoking Samples
The following stimulus modes were utilized for comparison in
this investigation:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Toys
Verbal Directives
Child-generated Pictures
Radio Telemetry

The rationale for selection of these stimuli wa s , in part, that
non e , the verbal directives , child-generated pictu�es , nor the use of
radio telemetry as a language sampling technique has ever been
directly compared with any other sampling procedures .
( 1 ) Toys
Research by Mintun (1 9 6 8 ) has shown that toys and films yield the
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highest scores in terms of the LCI . Since the two m ethods seem to be
equivalent as to their effect on verbal output , it was decided to use
toys as a matter of convenience for this study. This also eliminated
decisions previously reported about film l ength and quality . It was
decided to include toys also because of the widespread use of toys
by speech clinicians as stimuli to elicit language samples from children
(McCarthy, 1930; Templin, 195 7; Morri s , 1962; Cazden, 1965) .
Those toys utilized in research by Mintun (1 9 6 8) and by Strandberg
( 1 9 69) were again used in this study so that interstudy comparisons
could be made . The toys employed as stimulus items were:
4 . Fire Engine
5 . Cash Register
6 . Tractor

1 . Horse
2 . Dog
3 . Airplane

7 . Telephone
8 . Car
9 . Piano

The child was seated at a table with the examiner. The instructions
were, 11 I am going to show you some toys and I want you to tell me all
you can about them .

11

The toys were presented in random order one at

a time to the child. · Each subject was allowed to handle the toys in
any manner he wished .
(2) Verbal Directives
The fifteen verbal directives employed in the investigation were
developed in es.tablishing normative data for the LCI (Miner, 19 70) .
These auditory stimuli were included because of the elimination of
the problem of the possible effect of different aspects of visual
stimul i on verbal output . Verbal idrectives are also convenient as
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they require no equpment and no pre-test training for the child.
Furthermore , the use of certain standard questions allows for easy
replication 6f studies involving language samples .
Each child was seated by the examiner. The questions were
randomly presented to him in their original form . The questions used
were:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
. (14)
( 1 5)

Tell me about your hou s e .
Tell me about your family.
What do you and your friends like to do ?
Tell me about your favorite toys .
Tell me about your favorite game that you like to play.
Tell me about your favorite story.
Tell me about your favorite TV program .
What do you usually do when you get to play outdoors ?
If you had a whole day to do whatever you wanted ,
what would you do ?
Tell me about some pets you wish you could have.
What do you do to help your mother around the hous e ?
If you could be anything in the world , what would you
be and why?
Tell me about Christmas .
Tell me about your mommie .
If you had three magic wishes , what would you wish for?

(3) Child-generated Pictures
Research by Strandberg and Griffith (1969) on the subject area of
visual l iteracy presents a strong case for the use of child-generated
pictures in obtaining language sampl e s . For this investigation, each
child was issued a Kodak Instamatic 154 camera , flashcubes , and
a roll of 12 -exposure black and white fil m . Although the Strandberg
and Griffith research used only color film , it is felt that if this
method be further proven to be worthwhil e , the use of black and white
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film would be clinically more useful , since it is less expensive and
easier to develop than color film . Povich and Baratz (1 9 6 7) report the
use of black and white pictures of the child in his natural environment
as stimuli to elicit verbalization .
In the present study the children participated in one training
ses sion on how to use a camera . The examiner conducted the training
ses sion . The children were taught how to use the wrist stra p , advance
the film , put on the flashcubes , when to use the flashcubes , and how
to aim the camera . Each child was allowed to take one picture during
the training session for practice . Each parent was sent a letter indicating
what he should expect and how he could best cooperate in this research.
The parents were also asked to sign release forms before the cameras
were sent home with the children .
Each child was given a camera to take home three days before a
'

language sample was to be obtained from him using this method . He
returned his camera and film to the examiner the next day, and it was
taken to a near-by studio for processing which required twenty-four
hours . The subject was shown his pictures the next day and a language
sample was elicited . The child was seated at a table with the
examiner. He was given all his pictures in a stack and instructed, 11 H=re
are the pictures you took the other day. Tell me all about them . 1 1
The child was allowed to handle his pictures and sort them in any method
he cho s e . Most o f the children elected to go through the pictures one
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at a time, although a few children did spread the pictures on the table.
(4) Radio Telemetry
The Hoshiko method (Hoshiko and Holloway, 1968) of sampling
language using a radio telemetry device was followed . Equipment
utilized to carry this out included: ( 1 ) a .Piezq. wireless FM microphone ,
Model WX-: 1 27-B, (2) a Rheem Califone tape recorder, Model 70-TCP,
(3) a Masterwork AM-FM Multiflex Radio.
The child was fitted with a harness designed to secure the
transmitter on him . ·Each subject wore a harness fitted with a dummy
instrument for two days during the entire period he was at school .
This was done in order to familiarize him with wearing the harnes s .
On the third day, the actual microphone was inserted in the harnes s ,
and a 30 minute language sample was recorded while the child was on
the playground with his peers . This play situation was chosen for
its practical aspects and because the outdoor play period i s the longest
period of the school day in which the chil d ' s activities are not structured
by the teacher or by the available materials within the room .
In order to make recordings , it was necessary for the instrumenta
tion to be set up on the opposite side of a fence surrounding the play
ground .

In

this way, the receiver was placed in a somewhat center

position and could be kept within the range of the transmitter at most
times . The examiner set up the instruments before the children came
out to play and was present and visible to the children throughout the
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play period. A schematic diagram of the radio telemetry instrumentation
is found in the appendix of this paper.
Although some of the children were curious about the instruments
and the examiner, and sometimes came over to the fence to talk, they
remained for brief periods only. At no time did any child try to interrupt
the recording or bother the subject ' s transmitter . The children who
wore the dummy instruments and the microphone seemed to be unaware
of having them on at most times . All children played a s usual and
did not give the microphone any special attention .
Because of instrumentation difficulties , it was necessary to
revise the testing schedule several time s . The investigator
encountered problems such as dead batteries , broken wires , and various
other electrical complications causing the recording efforts to fail
three time s . It was necessary to record subject number four three times
and subject number eight twice before samples were obtained . Although
it is unfortunate that the extra time was necessary, it is not
considered that the samples obtained from these supjects are restricted
in comparison to those from the other subjects who wore the micro
phone only once .
The stimulus mode and date of presentation for each subject
can be found on a copy of the final testing schedule in the appendix
of this paper.
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Language samples were evoked from each of the ten children
under all four stimulus conditions . To control for order effect, the
presentation sequence for each child was randomized employing the
table of random numbers . Randomization was also utilized within the
stimulus presentations in regard to the toys and the verbal directives .
All samples were evoked at the Laboratory school kindergarten.
Those samples elicited with the toys , verbal directives , and pictures
were taken in the office of the kindergarten teacher. This office was
located right off the main room of the kindergarten . Although the
activities in the main room. were often very noisy, none of the subjects
seemed to be distracted by the noise or eager to get back to their
activities .
Instructions to the subjects were standard . The examiner used
only one prompt of "Tell me more" with each stimulus presentation .
Verbal reinforcers used by the examiner included " uhhum , " "OK," and
''yes" in a tone to indicate understanding and interest . Other
reinforcers that the examiner allowed herself were social reinforcer s
such a s a smile or a head nod.
A Rheem Califone tape recorder, Model 70-TCP was used to
record and transcribe all samples .
III. Examiner
The fact that the examiner can be a crucial variable has been
demonstrated by Cowan , et a l . (196 7) . Therefore , the investigator
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conducted all training ses sions to teach the children to use the cameras
and to wear the transmitter; she elicited all language samples . It is
felt that with this precaution and standard instructions and prompting
for each child , examiner bias was minimized a s much as possible .
N.

The Language Measure

The Iergth Complexity Index was utilized a s the tool for
linguistic analysis . Although , as already pointed out, many investi
gators have used the MLR , SGS , TNW, and others , recent investigations have shown the LCI to be the most sensitive of these measures to
changes in language behavior brought about by the stimulus . Specifically ,
available reliability (Barlow and Miner, 1969) and validity (Hon , 19 70)
data make the LCI the logical choice for analysis .
The unit of analysis was the base structure sentence , whether
complete or incomplete . Scoring procedures adhered closely to the
rules from " Scoring Procedures for the Length Compl exity Index: A
Preliminary Report" (Miner, 1969) . However , since it was deemed
very important in this research to maintain high reliability , it was
decided to use a corpus of 2 5 base structure sentences for analysis .
It has been demonstrated by Miner and Griffith (1 969) that a language
corpus of this magnitude yields an r_- of 0 . 95 when correlated with a
SO-response language sampl e . This high degree of precision was
desired in this research. The entire language sample obtained from
each child with a particular method was transcribed and broken down
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into base structure sentences . A table of random numbers was then
utilized to select 2 5 base structure sentences for further analysis .
V . Examiner Reliability
All samples were transcribed and scored by the investigator .
To determine intraexaminer reliability language samples taken from
I

three subjects were transcribed and scored again by the examiner
three weeks after the first transcription and scoring was done . A
percentage of agreement index of at least 95% was taken to indicate
a high level of reliability in�the examiner's scoring and transcription
of these samples . A percentage of agreement index of 97% was attained
for transcription and 98% for scoring of the data . These two values
report consistent agreement in the two analyses of these 1 2 samples
and indicate high intraexaminer reliability.
VI. Data Analysis
The specific questions posed at the outset of this study were
answered utilizing parametric statistics , since the nature of the data
was interval and the appropriate criteria concerning sampling and
di�stribution were met through this design .
Mean LC! scores and standard deviations were computed for
each sampling procedure . A one-way analysis of variance was applied
to assess the significance of the obtained differences . An alpha level
of 0 . 05 was chosen a s acceptable for this investigation . Since the
obtained F ratio (to be discussed in the following chapter) was found
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to be s ignificant beyond the 0 . 0 5 level , six 1_ tests were employed to
locate the source(s) of variance, and a rank-ordering of the stimuli
as to those yielding the highest to the lowest LCI scores was formulated
from this. The same statistical procedures were carried out to a s sess
whether the differences were manifested in Noun Phra se one , Verb Phra se
one , or Noun Phra se two . The frequency of occurrence of the various
grammatical structures in the samples from the procedure yielding the
highest scores were reported as percentiles .

Chapter N
Results and Discussion
Oral language samples were obtained from each of ten five-yearolds employing four different language sampling procedures . The
procedures utilized were stimulation with toys , verbal directives ,
child-generated pictures , and recording of language at play by radio
-

telemetry . The responses obtained by each of these sampling procedures
were tape recorded and analyzed by means of the LCI . The mean ,
standard deviation , and skewness and kurtosis measures were computed
from the total LCI scores for each of the four procedures . A one-way
analysis of variance was performed to assess the significance of the
differences among the means of the four groups . Six t tests were performed to determine the location and magnitude of the differences found
with the analysis of variance. Six !_ tests were also performed for the
noun phrase one (NP1) index, verb phrase one (VP1 ) index, and noun
p�rase two (NP2 ) index for each procedure . A rank-ordering of stimulus
methods as to the procedure which yielded the highest and most stable
indications of communicative competence was determined . Finally,
the frequency of occurrence of the obtained grammatical structures
52
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from the sampling procedure yielding the highest scores was described .
The intent of this chapter is to present the statistical computations
and resulting interpretations to answer the questions posed at the
beginning of the investigation .
Differences Among Sampling Procedures
In

order to study the distribution and variability of the scores ,

the mean, standard deviation , skewnes s , and kurtosis were computed
from the total scores for each language sampling procedure . The
arithemtic mean enables one to characterize the average group perfor
mance. The standard deviation reports inter-subject variability . From
measures of skewness and kurtosis one obtains information about the
shape of the distribution in comparison to the normal distribution .
Skewness is a mea?ure of the symmetry of the distribution . Griffin
(1962) states that if the computed value for skewness is greater than
±0.

50 there is considerable skewness pres ent . A positively skewed

distribution indicates a piling up of scores on the negative end of the
distribution . A negatively skewed distribution indicates a piling up
on the positive end . Kurtosis is a measure of the peakedness of the
distribution . A value of ±0 . 50 or less is acceptable representing a
curve not significantly deviating from the normal curve . Leptokurtic
distributions are more peaked than normal , while platykurtic distri
butions are flattened . Table II reports these finding for the obtained
scores from the four stimulus methods .
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Table II .

Measure

-

Mean , Standard Deviation , Skewness , and Kurtosis values
for the four sampling procedures
Toys

Mean LCI Score
4 . 92
Standard Deviation 0 . 9 6
Skewness
- 0 . 48
Kurtosis
-0 . 83

Verbal
Directives
5.47
0.51
-0 . 43
-0 . 6 7

Pictures
5 . 73
0.81
- 0 . 06
- 1 . 22

Radio
Telem etry
4 . 55
0.65
0 . 05
-1 . 1 0

An examination of Table II reveal s that the sampling procedure
utilizing radio telemetry yielded the lowest group mean and a fairly
large standard deviation relative to that o f the lowest standard deviation ,
0 . 5 1 , for the verbal directives . The distribution is symmetrical a s
shown by the skewness value, but platykurtic a s shown by the high
negative kurtosis value .
Toys yielded the third highest group mean , with the largest
standard deviation value of the four . The symmetry of the distribution
is close to normal , but it is al so platykurtic.
The verbal directives procedure yielded the second highest group
mean, with the standard deviation for this procedure being the lowest
value of the four. The standard deviation value indicates that there
was less response variability produced with the use of the verbal
directives than with the use of the other three methods , and thus there
is the probability of a lower standard error of the mea surement score .
The skewness of this distribution also shows it to be symm etrical ,
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and the kurtosis value indicates a platykurtic distribution. When
considering both skewness and kurtosis , the obtained values for the
verbal directives more closely approximate a normal distribution than any
of the other three methods .
The child-generated pictures yielded the highest group mean
but also had a relatively high standard deviation value indicating a
great amount of response variability. The distribution was symmetrical
and platykurtic.
It can be seen from Table II that differences do exist among the
obtained LCI scores . To a s sess the significance of these difference s ,
a one-way analysis of variance was computed . The resulting F ratio
was significant beyond the 0 . 0 1 level of confidence . . Table III reports
these results .
Table III. - Summary of the analysis of variance of the total LCI measures
for the four sampling procedures
Source

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between

8 5 7 74 . 94

3

2859 1 . 6 6

Within

2 2 5 932 . 9 0

36

6275 . 9 1

Total

3 1 1 70 7 . 90

39

F
4 . 56 a

a An F of 4 . 3 8 , 3 and 36 df, is required at the 0 . 0 1 level of confidence
The most important implication of this finding is that indications
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of communicative competence are truly effected by the stimulus method
In other word s , it does make a difference which sampling procedure
the examiner chooses in attempting to elicit a repres entative language
sampl e . Recall that Mintun ' s (1968) study also supported this viewpoint
with toys being the preferred sampling procedure with the mentally
retarded children in her investigation . Strandberg' s {19 69) results
implied that all three stimulus methods (toys , still pictures of toys , and
moving pictures of objects representing the toys) were equivalent as to
indications of communicative competence . However, the present
investigation presents strong evidence that the stimulus method does
indeed effect communicative competence , and that toys may be ranked
as a rather poor indicator of communicative competence when compared
with verbal directives or child-generated pictures .
The one-way analysis of variance is an over-all test for
significant differences within the population . On the basis of the
significant F ratio for the between variance , it was necessary to
compare all possible permutations to determine the location and mag
nitude of the group differences . Therefore, six !.. tests were performed .
These results are reported in Table

N.

.

Significance levels for all t

tests throughout this investigation are reported for a two-tailed test.
Inspection of Table

N

discloses three s ignificant differences , namely,

toys vs verbal directives , verbal directives vs radio telemetry, and
pictures vs radio telemetry .
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Table

N.

- Summary of the comparison of the differences in total LCI
scores for the four stimulus modes .

Comparison
Toys vs Verbal Directives
Toys vs Child-generated Pictures
Toys vs Radio Telemetry
Verbal Directives vs Child-generated Pictures
Verbal Directives vs Radio T elemetry
Child-generated Pictures vs Radio Telemetry

df

_!_value
- 1 . 9 6a
- 1 . 75
1 . 19
- 0 . 7 i,
3 . 89
3 . o 8b

9
9
9
9
9
9

aA .!_ of 1 . 83 , 9 df, is required at the 0 . 05 level of confidence .
bA .!_ of 2 . 82 , 9 df, is required at the 0 . 0 1 level of confidence .
Inspection of the group means shows the direction of the differences
to be a s follows : verbal directives yielded significantly higher LCI
scores than either toys or radio telemetry. Child-generated pictures
also yielded significantly higher scores than radio telemetry.

There

was no significant difference between those scores obtained from toys
and child-gene·rated pictures , toys and radio telemetry, or verbal
directives and pictures . Further interpretations of these differences or
lack of differences can be found in answer to the second question of
this study .
In order to derive a rank-ordering of stimulus methods from this
study , it was necessary to consider all available data , including the
differences in group means , the standard deviation, and the shape of the
distributions . When all of these aspects were cons idered , the
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rank-ordering of these four stimulus methods a s t o those yielding the
highest and most stable indications of communicative competence was
concluded to be the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Verbal Directives
Child-generated Pictures
Toys
Radio Telemetry

The use of a radio telemetry device in a playground situation
yielded the lowest LCI scores which were fo':lnd to be s ignificantly
lower than those obtained with verbal directives and with pictures .
Although these scores were not found to be significant 1 y lower than
those from the use of toys , the fact that the scores were lower and
the distribution did not closely approximate the normal curve influenced
the decision to make radio telemetry the least preferred sampling
procedure . One must also consider such pragmatic factors as the
inconvenience, extra time and equipment , and expense involved with
this methodology .
Toys were ranked as third since they yielded the third highest
group mean LCI score s . The high standard deviation value for toys
also indicated much response variability and, henc e , the probability of
a large standard error of the mea surement score.
The decision to rank child-generated pictures as second even
though the obtained LCI scores were higher than those of verbal
directives was based on many factors . They may be summarized as
follows:
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1 . Comparison of group mean LCI scores from verbal
directives vs pictures did not yield a statistically
significant difference .
2 . Comparisons of group mean LCI scores from both
child-generated piCtures and verbal directives
with radio telemetry yielded statistically sig
nificant differences , with radio telemetry .
yielding s ignificantly lower scores than the other
two sampling procedures .
3 . Comparisons of group mean scores from toys vs
verbal dir�ctives yielded a statistically signi
ficant difference favoring the verbal directives ,
whereas the comparison between toys vs
pictures failed to yield significant differences .
When converted to a symbologic logic system and
letting A verbal directives , B child-generated
picture s , and C toys , these findings become:
=

=

=

A = B
B C
A) C
=

This apparent contradiction is explainable when one
considers the fact that verbal directives yielded
statistically significant higher scores than toys .
This can be explained by an examination of the
standard deviation values (c . f . Table II) . The !_
test is extremely sensitive to the variance within
the measured population . The standard deviation
value for toys was the highest (O . 96) of the four
sampling procedures , indicating much response
variability; the standard deviation value for the
verbal directives was the lowest (0 . 5 1 ) of the four
indicating the least amount of response variability
of any of the four procedures . This would then
explain the finding of a significant difference
between these two . The standard deviation value
for child-generated pictures was nearly as high
a s that for toys , accounting for the lack of
s ignificant differences in the two sets of scores .
4 . The higher standard deviation value for child
generated pictures than for verbal directives
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also indicates a greater amount of response variability
with the use of the pictures .
5 . The LCI scores from the verbal directives were shown
to have a di stribution which more closely approximates
the normal curve than any of the other three sampling
procedures .
The high LCI scores for verbal directives which were statistically
equivalent to those ftom pictures , the small amount of response
variability, and the close approximation to the normal curve make the
verbal directives the choice for the highest ranked stimulus method of
these four. It must be taken into account also that the verbal directives
have the advantage of convenience and simplicity . They are designed so
a s to simplify interstudy comparison and to make the examiner' s
sampling task a s easy a s possible .
Differences within the Noun and Verb Phra se Indices
In

order to determine if the statistically s ignificant over-all

differences obtained were manifested in noun phrase one (the grammatical
subject of a kernel sentence) , verb phrase one (grammatical action in
a kernel sentence) , or noun phras e two (grammatical object of the
action in a kernel sentence) , six !_ tests were performed for each
of the three different indices , comparing all possible pairs . Tables
V,

VI, and VII report these results . A concurrent discussion of these

tables follows their presentation.
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Table V . - · Summary of the comparisons of the differences for NP1 index
scores from the four stimulus modes .
Comparison

_!_value

df

Toys vs Verbal Directives
Toys vs Child-generated Pictures
Toys vs Radio Telemetry
Verbal Directives vs Child-generated Pictures
Verbal Directives vs Radio T elemetry
Child-generated Pictures vs Radio Telemetry

-0.41
3 . 1 0b
5 . 66 b
2 . 5 la
4 . 02 b
2 . 24a

9
9
9
9
9
9

aA !_ of 1 . 8 3 , 9 df, is required at the 0 . 05 level of confidence .
b !_ of 2 . 82 , 9df, is required at the 0 . 01 level of confidenc e .
A
Table VI. - Summary of the comparisons of the differences for VP1 index
scores from the four stimulus modes .
Comparison
Toys vs Verbal Directives
Toys vs Child-generated Pictures
Toys vs Radio Telemetry
Verbal Directives vs Child-generated Pictures
Verbal Directives vs Radio Telemetry
· Child-generated Pictures vs Radio Telemetry

!_value

df

b
-3.52
- 2 . 64a
-4 . 52 b
0.21
- 0 . 46
-0 . 54

9
9
9
9
9
9

a A !_ of 1 . 83 , 9 df, is required at the 0 . 05 level of confidence .
b
A !_ of 2 . 82 , 9 df, is required at the 0 . 0 1 level of confidence .
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Table VII. - Summary of the comparisons of the difference for NP index
2
scores for the four stimulus modes
t value

Comparison
Toys vs Verbal Directives
Toys vs Child-generated Pictures
Toys vs Radio Telemetry
Verbal Directives vs Child-generated Pictures
Verbal Directives vs Radio Telemetry
Child-generated Pictures vs Radio Telemetry

df
9
9
9
9
9
9

90
- 1 . 82
0 . 80
- 1 . 39
1 . 46
2 . 24 a
-0 .

. aA !_ of 1 . 8 3 � 9 df, is required at the 0 . 05 level of confidence .
Recall that Table

N

revealed three of six possible statistically

significant !_ values; Tables V - VII summarized the s pecific grammatical
forms contributing to these over-all differences in those three cases and
the lack of differences in the remaining three instances . Inter-comparisons of Tables V - VII reveal that the various sampling procedures
differentially affect the LCI grammatical indices . Inter-comparisons for
sampling procedures in which no over-all s ignificant di:fferences were
found are graphically represented in Table VIII.
Table VIII. - Summary of differences with LCI subtest indices as a function
of sampling procedures revealing no over-all mean LCI
differences . (ND No Difference)
=

Comparison
Toys (T) vs Rictures (P)
Toys vs Radio Telemetry
Verbal Directives (VD) vs Pictures

NP 1
T)P
. T ) RT
VD> P

NP2
P> T
RT> T
ND

ND
ND
ND
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For the comparisons between pictures an.ct toys , and radio telemetry and toys , the scores for NP 1 and VP 1 probably cancelled each other
out, leaving no statistically significant defferences in the total group
means . In the comparison for verbal directives vs child-generated
pictures , although no statistically s ignificant difference was
computed for NP2 , it is hypothesized that the NP 2 index mean for
pictures (3 . 2 0) was high enough to cause there to be no statistically
significant differences by essentially cancelling the differences
obtained in NP 1 but not quite high enough to reach statistical significance o "'.'e r the NP2 value for verbal directives (2 . 82) .
A similar representation for those comparisons reporting
statistically significant differences based on total LCI scores is ·
presented a s follows :
1 . Toys vs Verbal Directives
NP 1 I ·= No Difference
V� I = Verbal Directives > Toys
1
NP-2 1 = No Difference
The factor contributing to the higher scores obtained with verbal
directives over toys was the verb phrase usage . When children talked
about the toys , verbs were noted to be usually simple present or past
tense . However, when responding to the verbal directives , they
tended to use more sophisticated structures more often, such a s the
auxiliary and the present participle . Verbal directives probably allow
for more of a choice in the use of the verb phra s e . The speaker is
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not restricted by having to describe the features o r the intended function
of a specific object.
2 . Verbal Directives vs Radio Telemetry
NP. 1 I
VP 1 I
N P2 I

=
=
=

Verbal Directives :> Radio Telemetry
No Difference
No Difference

The more complex us of NP1 , or the grammatical subject of the
sentence, accounts for the significant differences found between
verbal directives and radio telemetry. This is understandable since
children out on the playground very often delete the subject ( 11 !11 or
"You" is the understood subject) or they frequently employ only the
simplest noun phrase structures such as single nouns {"you" ) or noun
plus plural ( "everybody") .

In

response to the verbal directives

though , the children tended to use more complex and sophisticated
structures to introduce the subject of the sentence . Noun phra s e one
was rarely omitted in response to verbal directives . This also supports
some of the old data that said that children use more intricate language
when talking to adults than they do when talking with their peers .
3 . Child-generated Pictures vs Radio Telemetry
NP 1
VP 1
N P2

=
=
=

No Difference
No Difference
Child-generated Pictures ')' Radio Telemetry

The significant differences in the pictures vs radio telemetry
comparison are due to the use of NP 2 or the grammatical object of the
action in a kernel sentence. The lack of differences in NP 1 can be
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accounted for by the fact that the children frequently began their
narration of the pictures with " I took" or "This is , " thus restricting
NPi to a single noun . However, since English is a right-branching
language allowing much elaboration in NP2 , these children utilized
this option and responded with long and complex structures in
describing what was shown in the pictures .
Further interpretation of this data reveals that the sophisticated
use of NP 1 and VP 1 in response to the verbal directives supports the
decision to rank this method over child-generated pictures . In terms of
NP 1 usa g e , no other sampling procedure yielded higher scores than did
verbal directives , although one method (toys ) obtained comparable
scores . In terms of VP 1 usage , scores from verbal directives were
significantly higher than those from toys and equivalent to pictures and
radio telemetry .

In

terms of NP2 , verbal directives were statistically

equivalent to all three other sampling procedures . In summary, all
group mean index scores obtained in response to the verbal directives
were found to be either statistically higher than or equivalent to those
from the other three sampling procedures . Hence , verbal directives
appear to be the least restrictive method as to syntactic alternatives
employed by the children in this study.
Frequency of Occurrence of Grammatical Structures
Since verbal directives were ranked as the highest and most
stable indicator of communicative competence , a description of
linguistic structures generated was des ired . A very comprehensive
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linguistic description and frequency of occurrence chart for responses
from 300 children to these same verbal directives can be found in the
study by Miner (1970) on normative data for the LC!. Since the
number of subjects for the Miner investigation was so much larger,
and since the children in both investigations were drawn from similar
populations , it was felt that the description from the study by Miner
would be more reliable than that of the present investigation .
Therefore , the reader is referred to his study for a thorough description
of the structures generated by five-year-olds in response to these
verbal directives .
It was decided that a structural description of those responses
obtained with toys and radio telemetry was not necessary since these
have been shown to be poor indicators of communicative competence
with these subjects .
It was desirable to plot the frequency of occurrence of obtained
grammatical structures for the child-generated pictures . This was
performed because the LCI scores from pictures were found to be
statistically equivalent with those from verbal directives , and, there
fore , there was interest in comparisons between structures generated
in response to both sampling procedure s . Furthermore , there has
recently been an awakening interest in research in the area of Visual
Literacy. Much of the research has centered on the relationship of
visual literacy and verbal behavior. There has been , however, no
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information generated by the research describing the kind of l inguistic
structures children use in describing pictures they have taken themselves .
This is meaningful information that should be made available to others
interested in this area .
Below are comparisons of Miner ' s data for the ten most frequently
occurring grammatical structures in response to verbal directives and
data from the present study presenting the ten most frequently occurring
structures in response to the child-generated · pictures . Comparisons
are made for NP 1 , VP 1 , and N P2 .
Table

IX.

- Comparison of the 1 0 most frequently occurring N P 1 structures
for verbal directives and child-generated pictures a

Verbal Directives
% Frequency

Structure

1. N
(I . . )
2. N + P
(y/e . . )
.
3 N + Poss + N
(My Mom . . )
4. M + N
(Then there )
5. A + N
(A giraffe. . . )
6 . N + Poss + M + N
. (My best friend . . )
7. A + M + N
(A little boy . . )
8. M + N + P
( When they . . )
.

Structure

% Frequency

71 . 2 %

1. N

75 . 0 %

11 .2%

2. M + N

15. 1%

6 . 0%

3. N + P

2 . 1%

3 . 0%

4 . N + Poss + N

2 . 1%

1 . 6%

1 . 0%

1 . 1%

5. M + A + N
(When the TV . . )
6. A + N

0 . 7%

7. A + N + P

0 . 5%

0 .6%

8 . N + Prp

•

+

N+P

1 . 0%

0 . 5%
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Table

- Continued

IX

% Fre

Structure

Structure
9. M + M + N
(Once when I . . )
10. M + N + N
(Every day I . . )

0 . 5%

9. M + M + N

0 . 4%

10. M + N + P

0 . 5%
o . 5%

a Linguistic symbols employed are: N = Noun, P = Plura l , M = Modifier,
A = Article, Pos s = possessive , Prp Preposition .
=

The children in this investigation generated a total of 14 different
noun phrase one structures . The ten most frequently occurring
structures accounted for 9 8 . 3% of all NP 1 structures observed . The
four remaining structures accounted for less than two percent of the
total NP 1 structures .
Table X. - Comparisons of the 1 0 most frequently occurring VP 1 !' tructures
for verbal directives and child-generated pictures . a
Pictures

Verbal Directives
Structure

Structure

1. v
( have . . )
2 . Aux + V
( do have . . )
3 . V + Pst
( . . got )
4. V + V
( . . like to watch . . )
s . Aux + V +V
( . . can try to see . . )
6. M + V
( . . just do . . )
.

•

5 7 . 7%

1.

14. 2%

2 . V + Pst

2 4 . 7%

1 0 . 8%

3 . Aux + V

5 . 3%

7 . 2%

4 . Aux + PrPt

4 . 8%

2 . 2%

5. V + V

1 . 9%

1 . 6%

6 . V + Pst + V
( . . wanted to take . . )

1 . 4%

v

s o . 0%

•

.

.

•
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Table X - Continued
Pictures

Verbal Directives
St

Aux + V + Pst
( . . was called . . )
8 . Aux + PrPt
( . . is going . . )
9. M + V + V
( just love to go . . )
1 0 . Aux + PreV + V
( am gonna talk . . )
7' .

•

.

1.2%

7. M + V

1 . 4%

0 .9%

8 . V + Pst + PrPt
( was looking . . )
9 . PrPt

1 . 4%

•

0 . 6%

.

0 . 9%

.

0 . 6%

•

•

a

1 0 . Aux + Pst + PreV + V 0 . 9%
( was gonna go )
•

.

•

Linguistic symbols employed are: V = Verb, Aux = Auxiliary, M = Modifier,
PreV = Preverb , Pst Past tense , PrPt Present Participl e .
=

=

A total of 2 4 different verb phrase one structures were generated
in response to the child-generated pictures . The 1 0 most frequently
occurring structures accounted for 9 2 . 7% of the total VP 1 structures
generated .
Table

XI .

- Comparisons of the 1 0 most frequently occurring NP2 structures
for verbal directives and child-generated pictures .

Pictures

Verbal Directives
Structure
1. N
( you)
2. A + N
( a sweeper)
3. M
( outside)
4. N + P
( cartoons)
•

.

•

•

•

.

Structure

% Frequenc

2 1 . 4%

1. N

1 7 . 3%

1 1 . 0%

2. A + N

1 0 . 9%

% Fre

8 . 7%

3. M

9 . 5%

7 . 0%

4 . N + Pos s + N

3 . 6%

•

•
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Table

XI .

- Continued
Verbal Directives

Structure
5. A + M + N
( a big kid)
6 . Prp + N
( . . about her)
7. M + N
( some house)
8 . Prp + A + N
( at the store)
9 . N + Poss + N
( my Dad)
10. N + M
( . . it now)
.

.

.

.

% Frequency

Pictures
Structure

% Frequency

5 . 0%

5. N + M

3 . 2%

4 . 2%

3 . 2%

3 . 5%

6 . A + N + Prp + N
( . . a picture of her)
7. M + N

3 . 4%

8. A + M + N

2 . 7%

•

2 . 7%

•

•

2 .0%

•

1 . 5%

9 . N + Prp + N + Poss
+N
( . . him with my mom)
1 0 . Prp + A + N

2 . 7%
1 . 8%

A total of 220 noun phrase two structures were generated by the
children in response to the picture s . The ten most frequently occurring
structures accounted for 5 7 . 6% of all NP2 structures generated. The
remaining 2 1 0 structures accounted for approximately 42% of the NP 2
structures from the child-generated pictures .
An examination of tables IX, X, and XI discloses an impressive
similarity. At least seven of the ten structures in all three tables are
the same, although the rank-ordering may be slightly different. This
s imilarity , especially because of the small number of samples for the
child-generated pictures , presents strong evidence that these structures
are those that are most often used by "normal" children in their
routine linguistic effort s . These seem to be those structures that
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five-year-ol ds should be generating to be considered on a comparable
l.evel with their peers . This information is of vital interest and
usefulness to the language clinician in deciding what structures will
be most important for the five-year-old to learn to generate appropriate! y.
Discussion
The major finding of this study was that the sampling procedure
utilizing verbal directives yielded the h i51hest and most stable
indication of communicative competence . Among these subjects utilized
in the study, verbal directives constituted the most des irable stimulus
method for statistical (high mean scores , small variability , and
distribution shape) and clinical (inter-examiner use, convenienc e ,
cost) reason s . The extent to which the present data are generalizable
to clinical populations and " normal " five-year-olds in other locations
remains an unanswered question, since it has not bee.n experimentally
assessed . Nevertheless , in the absence of data to the contrary , the
present study would suggest that clinicians give strong consideration
to the use of verbal directives as a sampling procedure , especially
since the available norms for the LCI are bound to this clinical method .
One criticism that could be leveled at the present investigation
and at most of the research reviewed in Chapter II is a failure to
measure baseline behavior . A prominent gap in past language research
is the lack of insight into the variability of language behavior. At
this point it is possible to hypothesize from some of the temporal
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reliability data , such a s that of Barlow and Miner (1969) that language
behavior is ess entially steady-state; that is , it does not vary
s ignificantly from day to day. However, there is no specific
research into this problem to which one may refer. Sidman (1960)
points out the necessity of baseline measures in most behavioral
research. Without information about the variability of language behavior ,
there can be no. certainty that scores obtained by a child one day
would not be significantly better or worse on other days . There is an
urgent need for research to graphically represent language behavior of
children to determine if language i s , in effect , a steady-state behavior.
It

is urged that further research and revision be done on the

LCI. Scoring procedures are not complete enough to enable the
examiner to score complex base structures easily. Research is needed
to simplify scoring of negatives , especially. It is this examiner' s
opinion that the interviewer utilizing the verbal directives should be
allowed to use "Tell me more about that one" or something similar
when trying to elicit further verbalization about such questions a s
"Tell me about your favorite toys" (story , game, etc . ) . It was noted
that when the prompt "Tell me more" was utilized after this k ind of
question, the child usually responded by naming more toys . It seems
that a prompt indicating that elaboration on particular items instead
of merely a listing is desired would elicit more representative respons es
from some children.
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Regardless of the indicated limitations , the present investigation
is felt to be a significant contribution to a broadening of knowledge
about the effect of the stimulus method on verbal output . This
study shows how one group of children responded linguistically to four
different language sampling procedures . It points out the need for
continuing research possibly to support this finding , and it serves
to re-emphasize the fact that the stimulus method does differentially
effect verbal output when sampling child language.

Chapter V
Summary and Conclusions

This investigation was conducted to determine whether differences
existed among four different language sampling procedures in measures
of communicative competence . Communicative competence for use of
language was defined as consisting of two primary attributes:

(1)

linguistic

competence , governing sentence construction ability, and (2) situational
competenc e , selecting sentences in relation to the speaking situation .
The situational competence factor has often been overlooked in sampling
language behavior in children . That is to say, there has been negligible
interest in the possible effect of the stimulus rpethod , the examiner, and
the testing environment on verbal output .
New methods for sampling language have been recently developed .
.

Such new methodologies as verbal directives , child-generated pictures ,
and radio telemetry have not been compared with more traditional stimul i ,
such a s toys , to determine whether any o f these procedures yield more
representative indications of communicative competence than others .
This study was concerned with direct comparisons of the effects of
these four language sampling procedures on the verbal output of
five-year..:.old children . Specifically, the questions posed at the outset
73
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of the investigation were:
1 . Do statistically significant differences exist among
obtained LCI scores for the following procedures
for evoking child language samples :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Toys
Verbal Directives
Child-generated Pictures
Radio Telemetry

2 . If differences exist , are they manifested in:
1 . Noun Phra se I
2 . Nerb Phra se I
3 . Noun Phrase II
3 . What is the frequency of occurrence of the obtained
grammatical structures for the sampling procedure
yielding the highest LCI score s ?
A review of related literature reported many studies that had been
performed utilizing various language sampling procedures .

The general

lack of concern with the effect of the stimulus method on verbal
output was apparent. It was found that , for the most part, the only
criteria for choosing a stimulus method were those of tradition and
convenience .
The experimental procedure utilized ten children randomly selected
from the five-year-old kindergarten at the laboratory school on the
F.astern Illinois University campus . All subjects were between the ages
of four years , nine months and five years , three months , had good
hearing , and d e monstrated the use of the final /s/ and /z/ in their
speech. Four language samples were elicited from each child using
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the four different sampling procedures . The presentation sequence for
each child was randomized utilizing a table of random numbers . The
verbal directives consisted of

15

questions to the child about himself

and his environment . For the sampling procedure using toys , the
child was randomly presented with nine toys about which he was asked
to tell the examiner. For the child-generated pictures method , each
child was trained by the examiner to use a camera and flashcube s .
F.ach was given a camera and a roll of black and white film to take home
and take pictures of anything he wished . After the prints were developed,
each subject was allowed to see his prints and explain them to the
examiner. For the radio telemetry procedure , it was necessary for each
subject to wear a harness and a dummy microphone for two days while
at school for familiarization, and then to wear the actual microphone
the third day. A 30 minute language sample was recorded from
each child while he was out on the playground with his peers .
All samples were elicited , transcribed, and scored by the examiner.
The LCI was the measure used for linguistic analysi s .
Statistical computations were · performed on these data to answer
the previously listed questions . The obtained LCI scores from each
sampling procedure were described in terms of central tendency ,
variation , and shape of the distribution curve . Significant differences
were assessed by means of a one-way analysis of variance and six
t tests comparing all possible pairs to determine the locations and
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magnitudes of the differences . The

1.

tests were also employed to

determine whether differences among procedures were manifested in
NP 1 , VP 1 , or NP2 . A rank-ordering of stimuli was determined according
to the highest degree and greatest stability of measures of communicative
competence . The frequency of occurrence of obtained grammatic al
structures was reported for the sampling procedures which yielded the
highest mean LCI scores . Interpretations of these data were discus sed.
Conclusions
The results of this investigation appear to warrant the following
conclusions for the children participating a s subjects :.
1 . The stimulus method does differentially effect verbal output
and , henc e , judgments of communicative competence .
2 . Verbal directives yielded group mean scores which were found to
be statistically equivalent to those from child-generated pictures and
significantly higher than those from toys and radio telemetry. Verbal
directives yielded the lowest standard deviation value of the four
procedures , indicating the least amount of response variability.
Furthermore, the distribution curve from verbal directives was found to
a pproximate the normal curve more closely than any of the other three
procedures .
3 . The high scores from verbal directives , the small response
variability, and the normal distribution shape made verbal directives
the choice for the highest ranked stimulus method . Child-generated
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pictures were ranked second, toys third , and radio telemetry fourth .
4 . Further supporting evidence for the choice of verbal directives
was revealed by statistical analysis of the subtest indices . The mean
index scores from verbal directives were found to be either significantly
higher than or statistically equivalent to all those from tie three other
method s .
5 . The frequency o f occurrence o f subtest structures was charted
for the child-generated pictures , since the normative data study for
the LC! (Miner, 1 9 70) contains -.. a:. comprehensive frequency of occurrence
analysis for verbal directives on a population of 300 five-year-olds .
A comparison of that data for the verbal directives and the data from the
present study for child-generated pictures revealed an impressive similarity in the ten most frequently occurring grammatical structures from
NP1 , VP1 ,

and NP2 . This indicates that these structures presented in

the comparison are probably those which five-year-olds most frequently
generate in their routine linguistic efforts , and that a five-year-old
functioning at an adequate level of language development should be
able to use those structures appropriately.
Implications for Future Research
,

The following research needs have been suggested during the
course of this investigation�
1 . Replication of this study on comparable populations of fiveyear-olds in other geographical locations to asses_s the generalizability
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of the data .
2 . Further research and revision on the LCI scoring procedures .
The present published information is not comprehensive enough to
allow the examiner to score easily a complex sentence. This revision
is especially needed for the scoring of negatives .
3 . Research designed to represent graphically the variability of
the language behavior of children . At this time, there is only slight
evidence to support the theory that language behavior is steady-state
behavior. The lack of research to support this assumption casts doubt
upon all research requiring a language sampl e . Until investigations
are undertaken to answer these questions about variability, the impact
of much of the linguistic research is weakened. Therefore , this type
of research is urgently needed.

Appendix I
Testing schedule representing randomized presentation sequence of
four language sampling procedures (Toys (T) , Verbal Directives (VD) ,
Child-generated Pictures (P) , and Radio Telemetry (RT)) with 1 0
Subjects .
Subject # 1
T - September 20th
VD - September 2 1 st
RT - September 29th
P - October 1 st
Subject # 4
P - September 24th
VD - September 2 8th
T - September 29th
RT - October 1
Subject # 7
T - September 2 0
RT - September 22
VD - September 23rd
P - September 24th

Subject # 2
RT - September 2 2nd
VD - September 2 3rd
P - September 24th
T - September 2 7th
Subject # 5
T - September 20th
RT - September 23rd
P - September 24th
VD - September 2 7th
Subject # 8
P - September 2 8th
VD - September 29th
T - September 30th
RT - October 6th
Subject # 1 0
l' - September 24th
RT - September 2 7th
T - September 28th
VD - September 29th
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Subject # 3
T - September 20th
VD - September 2 1 st
P - September 24th
RT - September 28th
Subject # 6
VD - September 20th
RT - September 24th
T - September 2 7th
P - Oc.tober . l st
.

Subject # 9
P - September 24th
VD - September 2 7th
RT - September 2 8th
T - September 29th
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Schematic Diagram of Radio Telemetry Instrumentation
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